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There’s something quiet, almost unspoken about 
being Nordic.  Tough winters see nature come 
to a standstill… only to be reawakened by the 
powers of spring.

When forests and rivers patiently hibernate 
until they return to full life with the first rays 
of sun.  When aspen and alder trees grow tall 
and beautiful to be reborn into pieces of fine 
woodwork.  When after a long day you enter a 
sauna feeling the need to peacefully unwind and 
free your mind.

At Auroom, we aim to be the true ambassadors 
of the Nordic sauna and wellness culture, who 
passionately and relentlessly spread it around 
the world.

We create our sauna to bring you wellness.  We 
have a long-standing passion for wood and 
master pure, clean, modern design, perfected to 
the last detail.  Our saunas are tailored to meet 
your desires, powered by our dedication and 
craftsmanship.

Our sauna traditions, which stretch over 
centuries, have been given a modern shape to 
fit into today’s world and make your days more 
enjoyable, both aesthetically and physically.

We invite you to experience that first-hand. 
Feel refreshed, feel reborn.
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Nativa is a sauna where simplicity and 
rationality emerge.  It is designed to 
instill a sense of calm and tranquility.

We call it Nativa because we want 
the space to feel native to your home.  
Its strong relief wall panels give you 
a sense of safety and the comforting 
feeling that you belong.



NATIVA 
TECHNICAL 
FEATURES

Recommended 
for 4/5 people

Recommended 
for 3/4 people
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BASIC SET INCLUDES
Horizontal profile STEP 27x64mm 
Aluminum 
Front wall with glass, back & side walls covered 
with plywood              
Wall & ceiling panels, benches, backrest
Glass door with self-closing hinges & special 
design wooden handles 
LED strips under the benches & behind the 
backrest (upper side)
HUUM Drop Heater is included
Benches are by special order only.  Floor grids do 
not cover entirety of floor

PANELLING                     

BASE FRAME              

EXTERIOR 

INTERIOR

DOOR

LIGHTING

HEATER

DISCLAIMER

ALDER

CLEAR

Outside paneling is available 
for the side and back walls.

OUTSIDE PANELING

It is possible for you to change 
the light-mood in the sauna by 

adding an extra LED strip to 
the backrest's lower side.

LIGHT

The floor is expressly designed to 
match the overall style.  It's grids 
are solid, durable, and come with 
rubber strips, which prevent the 
floor from being slippery and the 

wood from being in direct contact 
with humidity.

FLOOR

The bench design corresponds to the 
very nature of Nativa itself;: solidity and 
safety.  There are two different lengths 

available - 57 cm and 115 cm, depending 
on the necessities and wishes of the 

sauna-owner.

BENCH - SPECIAL ORDER
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N
ativa in 78.7" x 78.7" size

All glass walls and doors are made from tempered 
8mm glass.  Clear is the only option available.  We 
suggest clear glass as this best compliments the 
design of the sauna.

GLASS

The alder is preferred by many sauna enthusiasts 
because of it's warm-hearted reddish color and 
nice texture.

WOOD
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Libera was born to give you the 
opportunity to design the room 
according to your desires.  It is 
possible to choose between a wood or 
glass front wall and depending on your 
preferences you can have it with or 
without a backrest.

This sauna enables the addition of an 
extra wall outside, a sort of external 
continuation of the internal sauna's 
walls.
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BASIC SET INCLUDES
PANELLING                     

BASE FRAME              

EXTERIOR 

INTERIOR

DOOR

LIGHTING

HEATER

DISCLAIMER

Vertical profile STV Valeura 15X90mm                    
Aluminum 
Front wall with glass or paneling, back & side 
walls covered with plywood              
Inside wall & ceiling panels, benches, bench skirt
Glass door with self-closing hinges & premium 
handles 
LED strips on the back wall under the upper 
bench
HUUM Drop Heater is included
Outside wall is by special order only.  Floor grids 
do not cover entirety of floor

The alder is preferred by many sauna enthusiasts 
because of it's warm-hearted reddish color and 
nice texture.

WOOD

LIBERA 
TECHNICAL 
FEATURES

ALDER

CLEAR

Specially designed optional 
extra lamps can be added 
to the side walls

LAMP

LIBERA 
EXTRAS

The floor grids are solid, 
durable, and come with 

rubber strips, which prevent 
the floor from being slippery 
and the wood from being in 

direct contact with humidity.

FLOOR

Outside paneling is 
available for the side and 
back walls.

OUTSIDE PANELING

The backrest comes with a 
built-in LED strip and adds 
light to the sauna-room.

BACKRESTLibera offers the 
opportunity to add outside 
walls.  An extra wall set 
is 112cm long and can be 
extender if a longer wall is 
desired.

OUTSIDE WALL - SPECIAL ORDER

Libera in 78.7" x 78.7" size

All glass walls and doors are made from tempered 
8mm glass.  Clear is the only option available.  We 
suggest clear glass as this best compliments the 
design of the sauna.

GLASS

78.7"
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Recommended 
for 4/5 people

Recommended 
for 3/4 people
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A small sauna that’s big at heart, Cala 
offers the benefits and enjoyment of a 
sauna in spaces of all sizes. 

Our Cala model is created to fit into 
small spaces without losing out on 
aesthetics or comfort, with a wax 
finish that offers extra protection for 
the wood.
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The thermo-treated aspen has a brilliant brownish 
color that adds warmth and character to the sauna 
atmosphere.  In addition to the great visual effect, 
the thermo-treated wood is practical as it is stable 
and resistant to the humidity and temperature 
changes.

WOOD

THERMO-ASPEN

1514

Lorem Ipsum

CALA 
TECHNICAL 
FEATURES
BASIC SET INCLUDES
PANELLING                     

BASE FRAME              

EXTERIOR 

INTERIOR

 

DOOR

LIGHTING

HEATER

Horizontal thermo-aspen profile STP 15x90mm                  
Wood 
Front wall with glass or paneling, back wall 
covered with plywood              
Inside wall & ceiling panels, benches, bench skirt, 
backrest 
Glass door with self-closing hinges & premium 
handles 
Lamp with wooden cover under bench & IR 
sensor switch
HUUM Drop Heater is included

CLEAR

Recommended 
for 2/3 people

Recommended 
for 2/3 people
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CALA 
EXTRAS

Cala is smaller in size to 
allow it to fit into smaller 
practical spaces like 
bathrooms.

SIZE

The sauna-wood is pre-
treated with sauna wax 

for a silky matte finish and 
added wood protection.

WOOD

Cala is quick to assemble  
with its straightforward 

electrical setup, simple 
controls and low energy 

demands, it’s easy to use 
and cheap to run.

ASSEMBLY
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Cala in 59
" x 59

" size

All glass walls and doors are made from tempered 
8mm glass.  Clear is the only option available.  We 
suggest clear glass as this best compliments the 
design of the sauna.

GLASS
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With its ergonomic design and special 
features, the Baia sauna is particularly 
attractive thanks to its curved seating.  
 
As well as being comfortable, Baia 
looks incredible, with features that 
really make it stand out from the 
crowd. Welcome to a luxurious new 
era for small saunas.
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BAIA 
TECHNICAL 
FEATURES
BASIC SET INCLUDES
PANELLING                     

BASE FRAME              

EXTERIOR 

INTERIOR

 

DOOR

LIGHTING

HEATER

Horizontal thermo-aspen profile STP 15x90mm                  
Wood 
Front wall with paneling, back wall covered with 
plywood              
Inside wall & ceiling panels, ergonomic bench & 
flat bench, movable stepping bench, backrest 
Glass door with self-closing hinges & premium 
handles 
Lamp with wooden cover under bench & IR 
sensor switch
HUUM Drop Heater is included

The thermo-treated aspen has a brilliant brownish 
color that adds warmth and character to the sauna 
atmosphere.  In addition to the great visual effect, 
the thermo-treated wood is practical as it is stable 
and resistant to the humidity and temperature 
changes.

WOOD

THERMO-ASPEN

CLEAR

Recommended 
for 1/2 people

BAIA 
EXTRAS

With Baia's energy 
efficiency and quality 
construction, this makes it 
the best option for a low-
cost, aesthetically pleasing,  
ergonomic compact sauna.

SIZE

The sauna-wood is pre-
treated with sauna wax 

for a silky matte finish and 
added wood protection.

WOOD

Baia has a movable 
stepping bench to help to 

get up and enjoy the wavy 
bench or use the flat bench 

on the other end.

MOVEABLE BENCH
Wavy benches can usually 
only be found in larger 
saunas, but we wanted to 
offer this luxury touch for 
a sauna that can fit into 
smaller spaces.

WAVY BENCH
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All glass walls and doors are made from tempered 
8mm glass.  Clear is the only option available.  We 
suggest clear glass as this best compliments the 
design of the sauna.

GLASS
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Thermory USA - Denver
537 W. Highlands Ranch Pkwy, Ste. 114
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
720.759.7268
support@thermoryusa.com

Thermory USA - Buffalo
56 Harvester Ave, Ste. 1-201
Batavia, NY 14020
585.591.6590
support@thermoryusa.com


